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Synopsis
Panzerwrecks 1 is a first rate photo book for late-war German armor fans who desire large photos for their modeling and research projects. Its 96 pages contain over 100 rare and unpublished photos from archives and veterans’ collections around the world, all reproduced as large as possible for maximum clarity. Comprehensive captions provide proper identification of units, vehicles and locations as well as comments on a vehicle’s color, camouflage and markings. Readers will find a wealth of material on German AFVs facing the allies on the Western Front during the pivotal years 1944-45. Featured in this first volume are modified Panthers of the I./Pz.Rgt.26, Jagdtiger ’323’ of 3./s.Pz.Jg.Abt.653, and the seldom seen Panzer IV/70(A). Also included are photos of Flakpanzer 'Ostwind,' 'Elefant,' steel-wheel Panthers and a Sherman VC Beutepanzer.
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Customer Reviews
Super interesting subject that has almost nothing previously printed. I hope there will more titles in the future. The pictures are extremely interesting and even more rare. Pictures needed for us nerd modelers.

This book is full of really great photos I’ve never seen before of the German Panzer forces, or what was left of them after the battles. The pictures here are a treasure for model builders. They have great shots of battle damage and interesting field modifications. The captions with each photo are really good at telling you when and where the pictures were taken which really adds context to the photo. It’s a really rare treat to be able to see lots of “new” pictures of Panzers. So often most of
what you get to see are just the same set of photos recycled over and over again and until I looked thru this book I had pretty much assumed I had probably seen them all.

If you are a history buff these books are well worth the money. Great photos.
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